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Your plain-English guide to understanding and using technical chart patterns Chart pattern analysis

is not only one of the most important investing tools, but also one of the most popular. Filled with

expert insights and practical advice from one of the best in the business, Getting Started in Chart

Patterns, Second Edition helps new and seasoned traders alike profit by tracking and identifying

specific chart patterns. Substantially revised and expanded, this new edition stay true to the original,

with author Thomas Bulkowski's frank discussion of how trading behavior can affect the bottom line.

Interwoven throughout the technical presentations are fascinating anecdotes drawn from the

author's quarter-century as a professional trader that vividly demonstrate how one of the best in the

business leverages the power of chart patterns.  Includes additional charts for ETFs and mutual

funds Introduces more than 40 key chart formations, as well as trading tactics that can be used in

conjunction with them Supplies actual trades, with their corresponding dollar amounts  If you're

looking to gain a better understanding of this discipline, look no further than the Second Edition of

Getting Started in Chart Patterns.
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I recently purchased Tom Bulkowski's latest book, Getting Started In Chart Patterns Second Edition

and I had only one problem with it â€¦. I couldn't put it down!I'm an experienced position and swing

trader and from Chapter 1 through competition of this book Thomas has helped me resolve the

questions that keep reoccurring in today's trading environment.For example in Chapter 2, Identifying

Chart Patterns, Thomas gives excellent examples of what I consider happening now in the Dow



trading.So I immediately found helpful the second paragraph, The Blank Chart and to back up his

comments he has figure 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 which leads up to 2.4 which confirms the fact why this

year, 2014 being a similar pattern. Upon seeing these examples and reading his explanation

regarding these patterns it helps me realize how difficult a trading environment we are in and to be

patient with these patterns. As the early bird doesn't get the worm the early bird gets

cooked!Chapter 2, made me realize even long-term holders can get brutally attacked and even

dragged down to the point of no return as the chart patterns wreak havoc on experienced traders.

Thomas gives the statistics of success and failure to help guide you to determine if purchases are

even worth purchasing and if so when and for how long! That information and his percentages of

success are worth the purchase of the book.This year 2014 has been a lot of entry point purchase

head fakes and numerous land mines occurring. So if you're in a position and it changes directions,

Thomas explains not only how but when to jump ship!
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